
£600,000
Villa Campo

| 4 Bedrooms | 4 Bathrooms
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Step Inside

Key Features

10 mins from airport

15 mins from beaches

Air conditioning

Fully equipped kitchen

Heating

Private garden

Private pool



Property Description

Altaona Golf and Country Village stands at the foot of the natural park of sierra de carrascoy and valley, 
which flank the city of Murcia and act as a green lung. A mountain range criss-crossed by paths among 
pine trees, ideal for long walks or mountain bike rides. Among its treasures is the Fuensanta sanctuary, 
with views over the city and the site of a famous annual pilgrimage. Just over 15 minutes away, the calm 
waters of the Mar Menor bathe the beaches of a large, unique sea lagoon, ideal for water sports and 
family bathing. Altaona was chosen for its perfect location just over 10 minutes from the centre of the 
charming city of Murcia a welcoming city, with ample space for strolling the sunny streets. A city that lives 
outdoors, on the many terraces in its streets and squares. There is always more than one way to find 
pleasure. That’s why Altaona offers 4 different homes, able to fully satisfy the needs of their inhabitants. 
Light, airy rooms, where exquisite layouts and the infinite views from the balconies lure you to stay and 
inhabit the space with endless tranquillity.

Main Particulars
Altaona Golf and Country Village stands at the foot of the natural park of sierra de carrascoy and valley, 

which flank the city of Murcia and act as a green lung. A mountain range criss-crossed by paths among 

pine trees, ideal for long walks or mountain bike rides. Among its treasures is the Fuensanta sanctuary, 

with views over the city and the site of a famous annual pilgrimage. Just over 15 minutes away, the calm 

waters of the Mar Menor bathe the beaches of a large, unique sea lagoon, ideal for water sports and 

family bathing. Altaona was chosen for its perfect location just over 10 minutes from the centre of the 

charming city of Murcia a welcoming city, with ample space for strolling the sunny streets. A city that lives 

outdoors, on the many terraces in its streets and squares. There is always more than one way to find 

pleasure. That’s why Altaona offers 4 different homes, able to fully satisfy the needs of their inhabitants. 

Light, airy rooms, where exquisite layouts and the infinite views from the balconies lure you to stay and 

inhabit the space with endless tranquillity.
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